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Geosoft Integrated Metadata Solution
Metadata is data that describes data. Geosoft desktop and server applications include an integrated
metadata solution from metadata creation to publishing.
In DAP, metadata is integrated in the DAP Catalog SQL Server database. This means that there is one
metadata database per DAP Server.

Metadata Best Practices
Care should be taken to avoid special characters such as /, %, & and ' (single quote) in dataset names
and metadata picklists. For a complete list of invalid characters, see DAP Technical Note - DAP Limits.
The Geosoft Metadata Editor allows users to submit data and DAP Data Managers to upload datasets
with the metadata in XML format. Datasets are uploaded to the folder structure in the "incoming" folder,
and the DAP Administrator web application uses the incoming folders or the metadata fields to create the
presentation hierarchy. Hierarchy options are specified in the DAP Settings..

FGDC and ISO Standards
Geosoft integrated metadata solution is flexible and configurable, and supports FGDC and ISO 19139
metadata standards. It can also be expanded to support the metadata and terminology that is unique to
the exploration industry.
Geosoft introduces their XML metadata schema in Oasis montaj. The schema is the base used to create
the built-in metadata editor in Oasis montaj. Geosoft metadata schema is also extensible.
Geosoft Metadata Editor includes:
Support for multiple file selection; this enables users to enter ‘copyable’ metadata fields for many
files simultaneously.
Support the newly released ISO 19139 standard and the new Geosoft metadata schema.
Support the new DAP dataset types such as Esri LYR files.
Simplify the process of submitting and uploading the data packages.
Synchronize metadata in a SQL Server metadata database and XML files.

Improved Visualization of Metadata
Graphical viewing of metadata is enhanced with the use of stylesheets in Oasis montaj, DAP
Administrator and DAP client interface. Custom stylesheets are required to view the metadata created
by custom metadata editors.
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Geosoft Metadata Editor
Metadata Schema
As of DAP 12, several columns reside in a table called Dataset. This table name is fixed. In the Dataset
table, the StatusID column cannot be null. The Metadata Editor must fill in a value in this column for each
dataset. By default, the value is ‘7’ (from the DatasetStatus table) for 'MDE Upload'.

Project Package
The Project Package is new in DAP 12. The purpose of the Project Package is to facilitate the upload of
a project of data, such as a Geosoft Project File and associated datasets or a similar folder of data used
by another data processing application.
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To create a project package:
1. In the Geosoft Metadata Editor, select New Project Package...

2. Select the folder of data to package. In this step, select the folder that will be zipped up and made
into the project package. The project package then gets placed beside this folder.

3. Select a GeoTIFF to use as the Preview Image and to set the extents and coordinate system for
the package.
It is recommended that the GeoTIFF image selected is outside of the package folder.
4. Edit the metadata as required.
5. Save and submit the Project Package.
Creating Project Package will create a *.geosoft_project_zip file. This can be uploaded to the DAP
Server and will be published like a document dataset type with a preview image and the extents defined
by that image.
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Integrating a Geosoft Metadata Editor into the DAP Administrator web application
The Geosoft Metadata Editor can be integrated into the DAP Administrator web application. This allows
metadata to be directly edited and updated through the DAP Administrator web application.
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